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Service
  Fully customisable checklists

  Easy defect reporting

  Vehicle database look-up

  Free App updates

  Free support during  
office hours

Savings
  Reduces admin time

  Records time to perform 
check

  Audit trail function

  Offline function when  
no signal

Security
  User cannot go back in and 
amend once submitted

  Shows unresolved vehicle  
defects

  Can help you to be compliant 
with latest regulations

   Helps you to keep your  
drivers safe

  Add photos and notes  
to record
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Carrying out daily checks to ensure vehicles are safe 
is the duty of every driver, and the responsibility of 
every manager. Thankfully, they’re now easier with the 
MyDriveSafe.Expert app which is free to download 
and use. Plus, manager’s portal and full reporting for 
only £1 per driver, per week.
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Easier service
MyDriveSafe.Expert’s  
comprehensive suite of services 
includes the ability to: customise 
checklists, report vehicle defects 
quickly and look up a vehicle’s  
DVLA information. The App can 
be used without an internet  
connection, you can do your 
checks and then when you get  
a connection, the data will be 
transferred.

Easier savings
For just £1 per driver per week, 
MyDriveSafe.Expert offers  
numerous cost-saving  
advantages forming part of your 
front line defence to help keep 
your drivers safe. It reduces  
admin time, records the time  
taken to perform checks, creates 
incident/accident reports, and 
produces a clear audit trail.

Easier security
Security is a key feature of  
every My Fleet Hub solution, 
and this is no exception. User 
cannot go back in and amend 
once submitted. Vehicle defects 
are displayed until resolved, 
which can be a key part of your 
fleet management to help you 
ensure that you stay compliant.

MyDriveSafe.Expert gives drivers a simple,  
comprehensive range of checklists, covering almost 
all vehicles and updated safety standards – all from 
a smartphone app that’s free to download.

It then gives managers the ability to track these 
checks easily and from anywhere through a  
user-friendly web portal.

  No hidden start-up fees 

   No long-term commitments 

  No minimum number  
of vehicles

Easier vehicle checks on your phone.  
Simpler management online.
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No more paperwork, no more guesswork.  
The MyDriveSafe.Expert is the last driver vehicle 
checklist you’ll ever need.
Comprehensive, customisable, helping you to be compliant, it’s also  
completely free* to download and use – for both Apple and Android  
smartphones. Simply select your vehicle from our database by typing 
in the registration, choose from one of the industry standard checklist 
templates for the type of vehicle or create your own, and go. You can 
then add photos and notes to any item. Once complete, checklist 
data is uploaded to the Cloud as soon as it detects an internet  
connection for you or your manager to review via an online portal.

See how  
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Advantages for drivers
  Saves time

  Saves hassle

  Helps spot problems  
immediately

  Notifies your manager  
automatically

  Helping you to stay safe  
and compliant

  Add/amend checklists

* The app is free to download and the basic 
vehicle check can be used free of charge. 
To use the full suite of checklists and  
manage your fleet online the cost will  
be £1 per driver per week.

Driver’s app
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No more worries about driver or vehicle safety.  
The MyDriveSafe.Expert web portal makes it easy  
to review any number of vehicle checks, so you can 
resolve issues before they become a problem.
Each vehicle check is uploaded automatically to the Cloud so you 
can view them all in one clear and user-friendly dashboard. You can 
link multiple drivers to one vehicle, or one driver to multiple vehicles. 
It’s then easy to view, sort, and highlight your checklist data for each 
vehicle or driver, with a clear prompt to resolve issues so nothing 
gets missed. The portal shows all the data you might need, from the 
length of time taken to complete the checklist to the vehicle’s precise 
location – including a Google Streetview.

See how  
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Advantages for managers
  Saves admin

  Saves worry

  Help you to keep your fleet 
compliant

  Keeps your drivers safe

  Free updates and support

Manager’s portal
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UK law states that all commercial vehicles must be 
checked daily, inspected regularly, and recorded 
constantly to ensure they are safe to drive.
MyDriveSafe.Expert makes it easy to do this and helps you to protect 
your business and ensure you stay compliant. Support for various 
motoring organisations is included within MyDriveSafe.Expert’s  
templates, so it’s easy for your fleet to comply.
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Required checks

New legislation

From the 1st of April 2019, several laws changed that 
may affect drivers and vehicle usage.

Drivers and managers can relax, as MyDriveSafe.Expert 
has you covered. The app checklists and web portal are 
continually revised and updated for free.
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MyDriveSafe.Expert is part of My Fleet Hub, the one-stop  
web portal making fleet management easier with an  
impressive line-up of integrated cost-saving services.
My Fleet Hub is designed to deliver ‘fleet management anytime, anywhere’. 
Above is a sample of some of the other services you can access.

www.myfleethub.co.uk

Access other fleet management services

Your Fuel Card Account  
Manage online with the latest security

MileageCount  
Save by recording and reporting every mile

Drivers Club  
Find the nearest pump, plus news & offers

MyService.Expert  
Average 30% savings on parts and labour

Tele-Gence  
Affordable, intelligent tracking system

CO2Count  
Helps you monitor and control emissions

Card Protect  
Insure your cards against fraud

Fleet Toolbox  
From fuel efficiency to licence checking
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Our dedicated team will help you to discover the  
advantages available with MyDriveSafe.Expert,  
ensuring a seamless integration with your business.
Talk to one of our team members  
today to get started: 03330 606 994

MyDriveSafe.Expert makes it easier for drivers to complete 
Daily Vehicle Checks and easier for managers to keep track  
of them – with no commitment or obligation.

Easy to use
Mobile app for drivers with  
reporting function via web  
portal for managers.

Time saved
Speeds up vehicle check time. 
Reduces repetitive tasks  
and administration.

Comprehensive reporting
Full range of reporting  
functions that can be  
customised to suit you.

Secure record keeping 
Tamper-proof records.  
Full audit trail to help with  
legal compliance.
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